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the verse that you wouldn't know it was in the Bible at all. And I said
I 5

that verse ,j44iet truth is taught elsewhere in scripture, this verse doesn't

contradict it , but let's not explain the verse in such a way that we get

rid of the verse " The verse has some truth or it wouldn't be there. And

+rj '-1
there may be some vital meaning in that verse that I'm missing by just,ttpFa-iirtng

other
it out of the way in order to get to the/tkx truths of scripture. The more

we study the better but when we find something that is clear, I eking think

that God wants us to do is stand on it and look to Him for further light.

(But, how can you say it's clear thoughwhen there things on both...that fight

it) I think they are both there. And I think the mistake is in eling"-

thinking,*____(Can you be sure that that is wb-at Well, that's

is a matter of examining the passagek , making one's own decision. It's

just a matter of taking up the passages one by one, examining them and

coming to your own conclusion. And the ka thing that the Lord is so

by is not ka how clearly we explain all these mysteries of the universe , but

k what we do with Christ, and wheeeh whetla we do accept him as Lord and

Savioua . ( I agree with that)And the more we follow4the light that we have,

the more light He will give us. (The question that raises in my mind is

you say, examine the passages one by one individually and I would agree with

you that you examine the passages , and then you examine some other things

that are taught and I say no, this is clear what is going to happen two hours

or two minutes from now has notjieen deeeed decided " .f-your go one way or

the other, there is still freedom as to what is going to happen.) Well, I would

say there is freedom as far as concerned, but I do stress the tremenduous

importance on what is going to happen tomorrow. I think that we've made a

great mistake sometime to loose our n human ereed That one will say,

oh, what's the difference, if that one is going to be saved the Lord will save

14x him anyway. Let's go out to the basebalig game. Well, that's definitely
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